CertainTeed is a complete system of finishing products, specially developed to meet the demands of drywall professionals. The result is a professional-grade performance that minimizes callbacks and improves profitability.

CertainTeed packages are color-coded to make it easy to pick the right CertainTeed product for your application.

**Ready-Mixed Joint Compounds**

CertainTeed Joint Compounds are pre-mixed high performance products designed for professional applicators. These products meet ASTM C 475 Standard.

- **CertainTeed Lite Taping**
  - Code: 311680
  - 17 L / 4.5 US Gal.
  - Ready-Mixed Joint Compound
  - Designed for embedding wallboard tape and trims
  - Excellent adhesion
  - All regions

- **CertainTeed Lite Finishing**
  - Code: 311789
  - 17 L / 4.5 US Gal.
  - Ready-Mixed Joint Compound
  - Designed for finish coats
  - Low shrinkage
  - Easy to sand
  - All regions

- **CertainTeed Lite All-Purpose**
  - Code: 309199
  - 18 L / 4.75 US Gal.
  - Ready-Mixed Joint Compound
  - Designed for fill / finish coats
  - Low shrinkage
  - All regions

- **CertainTeed ONE All-Purpose**
  - Code: 313457
  - 17 L / 4.5 US Gal.
  - Ready-Mixed Joint Compound
  - Designed for all phases of drywall finishing
  - Can be used for skim coating and simple texturing
  - All regions

- **CertainTeed Ultra BEIGE All-Purpose**
  - Code: 309060
  - 17 L / 4.5 US Gal.
  - Ready-Mixed Joint Compound
  - Designed for all phases of drywall finishing
  - Can be used for skim coating and simple texturing
  - Quebec and Atlantic regions

- **CertainTeed Dust Away® Renovation Mud™**
  - Code: 313382
  - 13.5 L / 3.5 US Gal.
  - Sanded dust clumps and falls to the floor
  - General purpose formula for filling, repairing and finishing
  - Ideal for renovations where cleanliness is required
  - All regions

- **CertainTeed Mold Resistant**
  - Code: 312910
  - 13.5 L / 3.5 US Gal.
  - Ready-Mixed Joint Compound
  - Designed for tape, fill and finish coats
  - Low shrinkage
  - All regions
Easi-Fil® Retail Compounds

Easi-Fil® All-Purpose Joint Compounds are pre-mixed, air drying, easy-to-use products for any drywall job. Use them to embed paper tape, conceal and finish joints, fasteners and trim accessories. Easi-Fil® compounds come in varying sizes for any job.

Easi-Fil® Setting Powders are chemically setting compounds that set in a prescribed time for fast fills and repairs. They have a higher bond strength than air drying compound.

Sandable Setting Powders

CertainTeed LITE Sand Setting Compounds are lightweight sandable chemically setting powders used to prefill joints, embed joint tape and conceal joints, fasteners and trim accessories on gypsum wallboard. They can also be used for interior patching and repair. They are ideal for heavy fills because they are specially formulated to harden with very little shrinkage in a prescribed time frame. Setting times are available from 5 minutes to 210 minutes.
Wall and Ceiling Spray Textures

CertainTeed Wall and Ceiling Spray Textures provide a decorative appearance over gypsum panels and most other interior wall and ceiling surfaces. They are formulated to provide for a variety of decorative options including splatter, knockdown and orange peel designs.

**CertainTeed Medium-Tex Spray Texture**
- Code: 309089
- 15 kg / 33 lb
  - Perlite aggregate based
  - Bright white medium texture finish
  - Good hide

**CertainTeed Reinforced Lite Spray Texture**
- Code: 309088
  - 17 L / 4.5 US Gal.
  - Fibre reinforced texture
  - Lightweight Ready-Mixed formula
  - Suitable for both hand and machine applications

**High Density Setting Compounds**

CertainTeed High Density Setting Compounds are recommended for heavy fills or when exceptional bond is necessary. Once dry the product is not easily sanded. It is specially formulated to harden with very little shrinkage. Setting times are available from 20 minutes to 90 minutes.

**CertainTeed High Density**
- 20 minute - Code: 309055
- 45 minute - Code: 309083
- 90 minute - Code: 309084
- 15 kg / 33 lb
  - High Strength Setting Compound
  - Non-sandable
  - Low shrinkage
  - Use for embedding tape, heavy fills and repairs
  - Exceptional strength

**Dry Joint Compound**

CertainTeed Satin Coat All-Purpose Powder Compound provides a high quality drywall joint finish from a powder ready-to-mix product. Storage of product in cold conditions will not affect performance. Use to embed paper tape, conceal and finish joints, fasteners, and trim accessories on gypsum wallboard when the convenience of a single finishing product is desired. May be applied with either hand or mechanical tools.

**CertainTeed Satin Coat All-Purpose Compound**
- Code: 309074
- 10 kg / 22 lb
  - Air drying compound
  - For embedding paper tape, finishing joints, fasteners and trim on gypsum wallboard
  - Easy to mix and sand

**Joint Reinforcement Tape**

CertainTeed Marco® Spark-Perf® Joint Reinforcement Tape is a spark perforated paper tape designed for use with ready-mix joint compound to reinforce gypsum board joints and corners.

**CertainTeed Marco® Spark-Perf® Paper Tape**
- 500' x 10 rolls Code: 161512
- 250' x 20 rolls Code: 163332
- 75' x 20 rolls Code: 165589
  - Spark-perforated for elimination of air bubbles
  - Manufactured from fibered-paper with added tensile strength to help prevent tearing, wrinkling or stretching
  - Machine roughed for superior bonding

**FibaTape® Mold-X-10™ Mold-Resistant Mesh Tape**
- Code: 313384
- 1-7/8" x 300'
  - Compatible with mold resistant wallboard
  - Self-adhesive for easy installation
  - Perfect “10” rating on ASTM D3273 mold test
  - For use with setting compounds
**CertainTeed Finishing Products**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plasters</th>
<th>Coatings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CertainTeed Plaster of Paris</strong>&lt;br&gt;Code: 314475&lt;br&gt;20 kg / 44.1 lb&lt;br&gt;- Fast setting – allows adjustments to the set time of gauged lime putty&lt;br&gt;- Versatile – can be used in a variety of applications</td>
<td><strong>CertainTeed coatings are high performance surfacers that efficiently bring high levels of finishing.</strong>&lt;br&gt;CertainTeed AquaBead® corner reinforcement products are quick and easy — just spray with water and press. No messy compound or spray adhesive required. They can be coated within 30 minutes for quicker finishing. Robust paper-polymer-paper design withstands impacts and movement to prevent dents and edge cracking.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **CertainTeed Level V**<br>Roll-On Wall and Ceiling Primer / Surfacer<br>Code: 310096<br>18.9 L / 5 US Gal.<br>- Takes a level 4 finish to level 5<br>- Designed for easy roller or spray application<br>- Eliminates putty or skim coating by hand<br>- Can be sanded but not necessary | **CertainTeed Finishing Products** |

| **CertainTeed EasyFlex Corner Bead**<br>Code: 313722<br>100' x 12 rolls<br>- Flexible corner bead flexes to any inside or outside corner angle.<br>- Formulated surface paper accepts any finish and resists abrasion<br>- Perfect for off-angles, tray ceilings and bay windows |  |

| **Corner Beads**<br>CertainTeed corner beads offer a high performance corner reinforcement system that delivers increased productivity, impact and crack resistance and clean crisp corners. |  |

| **CertainTeed AquaBead® Outside 90° Corner Reinforcement**<br>Outside 90° - 8' – Code: 313724<br>Outside 90° - 9' – Code: 313723<br>Outside 90° - 10' – Code: 313725 | **CertainTeed AquaBead® Rollers — designed exclusively for Outside 90° and Bullnose. AquaBead Rollers press corners firmly and accurately into place, creating an absolute bond to the drywall. Drywall corner installations are faster and easier, delivering bottom-line savings on labor and mud. Designed for Outside 90° and Bullnose.** |

| **CertainTeed AquaBead Bullnose Corner Reinforcement**<br>Bullnose - 8' – Code: 313728<br>Bullnose - 9' – Code: 313727<br>Bullnose - 10' – Code: 313721 |  |

| **CertainTeed AquaBead L-Trim Corner Reinforcement**<br>L-Trim 1/2" - 10' – Code: 313726<br>L-Trim 5/8" - 10' – Code: 315029 |  |

| **CertainTeed Plaster of Paris**<br>Code: 310096<br>18.9 L / 5 US Gal.<br>- Takes a level 4 finish to level 5<br>- Designed for easy roller or spray application<br>- Eliminates putty or skim coating by hand<br>- Can be sanded but not necessary |  |

| **CertainTeed Level V**<br>Roll-On Wall and Ceiling Primer / Surfacer<br>Code: 310096<br>18.9 L / 5 US Gal.<br>- Takes a level 4 finish to level 5<br>- Designed for easy roller or spray application<br>- Eliminates putty or skim coating by hand<br>- Can be sanded but not necessary |  |

| **CertainTeed EasyFlex Corner Bead**<br>Code: 313722<br>100' x 12 rolls<br>- Flexible corner bead flexes to any inside or outside corner angle.<br>- Formulated surface paper accepts any finish and resists abrasion<br>- Perfect for off-angles, tray ceilings and bay windows |  |

| **Corner Beads**<br>CertainTeed corner beads offer a high performance corner reinforcement system that delivers increased productivity, impact and crack resistance and clean crisp corners. |  |

| **CertainTeed AquaBead® Outside 90° Corner Reinforcement**<br>Outside 90° - 8' – Code: 313724<br>Outside 90° - 9' – Code: 313723<br>Outside 90° - 10' – Code: 313725 |  |

| **CertainTeed AquaBead Bullnose Corner Reinforcement**<br>Bullnose - 8' – Code: 313728<br>Bullnose - 9' – Code: 313727<br>Bullnose - 10' – Code: 313721 |  |

| **CertainTeed AquaBead L-Trim Corner Reinforcement**<br>L-Trim 1/2" - 10' – Code: 313726<br>L-Trim 5/8" - 10' – Code: 315029 |  |

| **CertainTeed Plaster of Paris**<br>Code: 314475<br>20 kg / 44.1 lb<br>- Fast setting – allows adjustments to the set time of gauged lime putty<br>- Versatile – can be used in a variety of applications |  |

| **CertainTeed EasyFlex Corner Bead**<br>Code: 313722<br>100' x 12 rolls<br>- Flexible corner bead flexes to any inside or outside corner angle.<br>- Formulated surface paper accepts any finish and resists abrasion<br>- Perfect for off-angles, tray ceilings and bay windows |  |

| **Corner Beads**<br>CertainTeed corner beads offer a high performance corner reinforcement system that delivers increased productivity, impact and crack resistance and clean crisp corners. |  |

| **CertainTeed AquaBead® Outside 90° Corner Reinforcement**<br>Outside 90° - 8' – Code: 313724<br>Outside 90° - 9' – Code: 313723<br>Outside 90° - 10' – Code: 313725 |  |

| **CertainTeed AquaBead Bullnose Corner Reinforcement**<br>Bullnose - 8' – Code: 313728<br>Bullnose - 9' – Code: 313727<br>Bullnose - 10' – Code: 313721 |  |

| **CertainTeed AquaBead L-Trim Corner Reinforcement**<br>L-Trim 1/2" - 10' – Code: 313726<br>L-Trim 5/8" - 10' – Code: 315029 |  |

| **CertainTeed Plaster of Paris**<br>Code: 314475<br>20 kg / 44.1 lb<br>- Fast setting – allows adjustments to the set time of gauged lime putty<br>- Versatile – can be used in a variety of applications |  |

| **CertainTeed EasyFlex Corner Bead**<br>Code: 313722<br>100' x 12 rolls<br>- Flexible corner bead flexes to any inside or outside corner angle.<br>- Formulated surface paper accepts any finish and resists abrasion<br>- Perfect for off-angles, tray ceilings and bay windows |  |

| **Corner Beads**<br>CertainTeed corner beads offer a high performance corner reinforcement system that delivers increased productivity, impact and crack resistance and clean crisp corners. |  |

| **CertainTeed AquaBead® Outside 90° Corner Reinforcement**<br>Outside 90° - 8' – Code: 313724<br>Outside 90° - 9' – Code: 313723<br>Outside 90° - 10' – Code: 313725 |  |

| **CertainTeed AquaBead Bullnose Corner Reinforcement**<br>Bullnose - 8' – Code: 313728<br>Bullnose - 9' – Code: 313727<br>Bullnose - 10' – Code: 313721 |  |

| **CertainTeed AquaBead L-Trim Corner Reinforcement**<br>L-Trim 1/2" - 10' – Code: 313726<br>L-Trim 5/8" - 10' – Code: 315029 |  |

| **CertainTeed Plaster of Paris**<br>Code: 314475<br>20 kg / 44.1 lb<br>- Fast setting – allows adjustments to the set time of gauged lime putty<br>- Versatile – can be used in a variety of applications |  |

| **CertainTeed EasyFlex Corner Bead**<br>Code: 313722<br>100' x 12 rolls<br>- Flexible corner bead flexes to any inside or outside corner angle.<br>- Formulated surface paper accepts any finish and resists abrasion<br>- Perfect for off-angles, tray ceilings and bay windows |  |

| **Corner Beads**<br>CertainTeed corner beads offer a high performance corner reinforcement system that delivers increased productivity, impact and crack resistance and clean crisp corners. |  |

| **CertainTeed AquaBead® Outside 90° Corner Reinforcement**<br>Outside 90° - 8' – Code: 313724<br>Outside 90° - 9' – Code: 313723<br>Outside 90° - 10' – Code: 313725 |  |

| **CertainTeed AquaBead Bullnose Corner Reinforcement**<br>Bullnose - 8' – Code: 313728<br>Bullnose - 9' – Code: 313727<br>Bullnose - 10' – Code: 313721 |  |

| **CertainTeed AquaBead L-Trim Corner Reinforcement**<br>L-Trim 1/2" - 10' – Code: 313726<br>L-Trim 5/8" - 10' – Code: 315029 |  |
Technical References
For additional information on the application and finishing of CertainTeed Joint Compounds please consult:

- ASTM C 475: Standard specification for Joint Compound and Joint Tape for Finishing Gypsum Board.
- GA-214: Gypsum Association publication “Levels of Gypsum Board Finish.”
- GA-216: Gypsum Association publication “Recommended Specifications for the Application and Finishing of Gypsum Board.”

Site Conditions
The room temperature should be maintained at 10°C (50°F) for 48 hours prior to application and continuously thereafter until completely dry. Gypsum wallboard should be dry for at least 48 hours before the application of joint compounds. Continuous ventilation must be provided to ensure proper drying. When using temporary heating, care should be taken to avoid overheating and high humidity.

Warranty
Since methods and conditions of application such as temperature, humidity and over thinning are beyond our control, CertainTeed Gypsum Canada, Inc. (CertainTeed) will not be responsible for the failure of this Product when the Product is not used according to directions and specifications and accepted standards of procedure inherent in drywall application; or when reasonable allowance is not made by the user for adverse weather and job conditions. However, if this Product proves to be defective, maximum liability shall be limited to replacement of the material only or refund of the purchase price. This shall be the full limit whatsoever of CertainTeed’s liability. All claims shall be submitted in writing to CertainTeed within thirty days from the date of discovery. State/Provincial or Federal laws may provide rights in addition to this warranty that cannot be modified or excluded.

Gypsum Cove, Cornice and Steps
CertainTeed Decorative Moulding is practical, as well as beautiful. It greatly reduces callbacks because CertainTeed eliminates the need to tape and finish wall/ceiling joints — where cracking most often occurs. It can also be used to conceal surface wiring or indirect lighting installations.

CertainTeed Decorative Moulding - Cove and Cornice
3/8" COVE 4-1/2" x 8' – Code: 163401
3/8" COVE 4-1/2" x 12' – Code: 163404
3/4" CORNICE 4-7/16" x 8' – Code: 163420

- Interior gypsum board moulding in Cove and Cornice profiles for installation at wall/ceiling intersection.
- Easy to Install using joint compound or caulking adhesive. No screws. No nails. No warping. No splitting.
- Easy to Decorate using the same paint as you do on gypsum board walls and ceilings.

CertainTeed Decorative Moulding - Steps
Code: 309561
1/2" STEP 6" x 8'

- Square edge gypsum board used as base steps for the installation of CertainTeed Decorative Moulding.

ASK ABOUT ALL OF OUR OTHER CERTAINTEED® PRODUCTS AND SYSTEMS:
ROOFING • SIDING • TRIM • DECKING • RAILING • FENCE • FOUNDATIONS
GYPSUM • CEILINGS • INSULATION • PIPE

CertainTeed Corporation
P.O. Box 860
Valley Forge, PA 19482
Professional: 800-233-8990
Consumer: 800-782-8777
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